NONLINEAR RESET INTEGRATOR CONTROL DESIGN: APPLICATION TO THE ACTIVE SUSPENSION CONTROL OF VEHICLES
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ABSTRACT
We present an unexampled reset integrator control design based on the Clegg integrator system. Using an appropriate mathematical model of our Clegg integrator controller, stability proof of the closed-loop system applied to the vibration control problem of a second-order system is shown without invoking hybrid system theory. Furthermore, we illustrate the applicability of our controller, from the numerical experiment point of view, to the suspension vibration control of vehicles.
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1 Introduction
The first reset integrator controller was proposed by Clegg in 1958 to improve transient response of closed-loop linear systems [1]. This controller was proposed from the electronics point of view. Basically, the Clegg integrator controller is a linear system that resets to zero when its input is equal to zero. The main advantage of this reset behavior of the Clegg integrator is the reduction of overshoot caused by a class of integrator controllers, like the PI and PID ones (see [1], [2], [3], [4], and references there in). Although there exist mathematical models of the Clegg integrator system (see, for instance, [5], [6], and [7]); here, we propose a new mathematical representation of the Clegg integrator useful to prove stability of closed-loop system almost straightforwardly using a smooth Lyapunov function instead of invoking hybrid systems theory. Furthermore, utilizing this alternative representation, we propose a new Clegg integrator controller utilizable to the suspension control problem of vehicles.

On the other hand, car suspension control has the objective to increase the dynamic performance of vehicles, like stability and comfort (see, for instance, [8], [9], and references there in). Basically, there exist three types of suspension control of cars: 1) passive, 2) active, and 3) semi-active ([10]). Each one with theirs corresponding advantages and disadvantages. Here, we are interested in the active control one. Also, for control design and testing, we use the quarter car model due to its simplicity and because this model has been, for a long time, the par excellence model utilized to design and test car suspension control ([10]).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section two shows the Clegg integrator controller and describing it using our mathematical model approach. Section three states a modification of the Clegg integrator controller. Some numerical experiments applied to the vibration control a second-order system are illustrated to highlight our controller performance. Stability proof of the equilibrium point of the closed-loop system is stated too by invoking Lyapunov theory and LaSalle’s principle. Section four gives numerical experiments of the proposed controller applied to the suspension control of vehicles by appealing the quart car model. Finally, Section five states the conclusions.

2 Reset integrator control design
The original Clegg integrator control circuit is shown in Figure 1 [1]. In this figure, $R_d$ is very small compared to $R$. These resistances ($R'_d$) are used to prevent short-circuit on the diodes and they are ignored for the control law design [1]. The output resistances $R_s$ are used to produce a summing node from the operational amplifier outputs [1]. Applying circuit theory to the upper operational amplifier (Fig. 1), we obtain:

$$E_{o1} = \begin{cases} -\beta \int E_i dt, & E_i > 0 \\ 0, & E_i \leq 0 \end{cases}$$

And for the bottom one, we have:

$$E_{o2} = \begin{cases} -\beta \int E_i dt, & E_i < 0 \\ 0, & E_i \geq 0 \end{cases}$$

The parameter $\beta = 1/RC$ is the integrator gain. Combining (1) and (2) (due to the summing node previously commented), we obtain:
where

\[
sgn(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & x > 0 \\
0, & x = 0 \\
-1, & x < 0
\end{cases}
\]  

(4)

\[E_o = E_{o1} + E_{o2} = -\beta \left( \int |E_i| dt \right) sgn(E_i), \quad (3)\]

\[u = -k_i y \text{sgn}(\dot{x}),\]
\[\dot{y} = \dot{x}, \quad (7)\]

with a positive constant value \(k_i\). Then, the equilibrium point \((x, \dot{x}) = (0, 0)\) of closed-loop system (5) and (7) is globally asymptotic stable. Moreover, \(y(t)\) remains bounded.

Proof.- Consider the next Lyapunov function:

\[V := V(x, \dot{x}, y; t) = \frac{w_n^2 x^2}{2} + \frac{\dot{x}^2}{2} + \frac{k_i w_n^2 y^2}{2}. \quad (8)\]

Then, its time derivative along of the trajectories of the closed-loop system, yields:

\[\dot{V} = -2\zeta w_n \dot{x}^2. \quad (9)\]

By invoking LaSalle’s principle, we conclude that the equilibrium point of the closed-loop system \((x, \dot{x}) = (0, 0)\) is globally asymptotic stable. And we also conclude that \(\dot{y} = 0\) meaning that \(y(t)\) remains bounded (on time).♣

Remark 1.- Observe that an alternative representation of (7) is:

\[u = -k_i \left( \int |\dot{x}| dt \right) \text{sgn}(\dot{x}). \quad (10)\]

3.2 Numerical experiments

Consider the system (5) with \(\zeta = 0.1, w_n = 1\), and for the controller (7), \(k_i = 1\). Simulation results are shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the corresponding phase portrait whereas Figure 4 gives the associate control law. The signum function approximation used was:

\[sgn(\dot{x}) \approx \frac{\dot{x}}{|\dot{x}| + 0.01}. \quad (11)\]

Observing Figures 2 and 3, we can appreciate that the controlled system shows no damping oscillation (as it was anticipated by the Clegg controller system theory).

4 The active suspension control problem

The active suspension control problem of vehicles consists to design a control law to improve stability performance by reducing vibrations in terms of safety, comfort, and durability (Chapter 9, [11]). From the control point of view, this is an interesting problem due to the stiffness and damping system matrices are no symmetric [11].

Consider an active vehicle suspension system described in Figure 5. Its dynamic’s motion is [11]:

Theorem 1.- Given the control law:

\[u = -k_i y \text{sgn}(\dot{x}),\]
\[\dot{y} = |\dot{x}|, \quad (7)\]

The representation of the Clegg controller given in (3)-(4) is an alternative mathematical model different from those stated, for instance, in [6] and [5]. Actually, and because of the signum function \(sgn(\cdot)\), this controller belongs to the chattering class (see, for instance, [12]).

3 Reset control integrator design for second-order linear systems

3.1 Control design

Consider the general second-order linear system:

\[\ddot{x} + 2\zeta w_n \dot{x} + w_n^2 x = w_n^2 u, \quad (5)\]

where \(\zeta\) is the damping ratio, \(w_n\) is the undamping natural frequency, and \(u\) is the control input. The standard regulation control objective consists to find a control law \(u\) such that:

\[\lim_{t \to \infty} (x, \dot{x}) = (0, 0). \quad (6)\]

Next is our main result.
Figure 2. Simulation results ($x(t)$ versus time): dotted-lines is the uncontrolled case ($u = 0$) and the solid one is the controlled scenario (initial conditions: $x(0) = 1$, $\dot{x}(0) = 0$, and $y(0) = 0$).

Figure 3. Simulation results (phase portrait: $\dot{x}(t)$ versus $x(t)$): dotted-lines is the uncontrolled case ($u = 0$) and the solid one is the controlled scenario.

Figure 4. Control law.

Figure 5. An active suspension system of a vehicle (a quarter car model).

Figure 6. Simulation results ($x(t)$ versus time): dotted-lines is the uncontrolled case ($u = 0$) and the solid one is the controlled scenario (initial conditions: $x(0) = 1$, $\dot{x}(0) = 0$, and $y(0) = 0$).

Figure 7. The corresponding control law.

Let us design our integrator controller using the same thinking that we use to design a traditional PID-controller. That is, we design it without any acknowledge of the plant but adjusting the controller parameters carefully [13]. So, our controller would be:

\[ u = -k_i \text{sgn} (\dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2), \]
\[ \dot{y} = |\dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2|. \]  

(13)

Then, we only have a parameter to tune. Using $k_i = 50$, simulation results are shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 gives the corresponding control law. Moreover, we used the next realization of the signum function:

\[ \text{sgn} (\dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2) \approx \frac{\dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2}{|\dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2| + 0.01}. \]  

(14)

From Figure 6, we can perceive that the car controlled suspension system utilizing our Clegg controller, $x_1(t)$ displays almost no damping oscillation. This damping elimination is so desirable in vibration control of vehicles [10], [8], [9].

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a reset integrator controller by invoking the Clegg integrator system. According to this theory, this
controller can be easily realized using analog electronic circuits via operational amplifiers. From the numerical point of view, we could appreciate that this kind of reset controllers can be employed to the vibration suspension control of vehicles. Moreover, we have granted a mathematical model of our reset controller useful to test stability of a closed-loop system.

As a future work, and observing that we have used a smooth approximation of the signum function (loosing some performance property of discontinuous-chattering controllers [12]), with operational amplifier circuits, this signum function realization would be almost exactly to the desired one. So, real experimental results using the reset integrator realization with analog electronics would be profitable (in mind with the possibility of a patent).

Finally, we have an open problem: stability proof of the proposed controller to the car suspension control.
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